My Good Eye is the device you need to keep those close to you from danger. The invention
is a small camera disguised as an eye, used to record the wearer’s surroundings. It’s ideal for
parents looking for a way to keep an eye on their children, Uber, Taxi drivers, or anyone who
needed evidence in the case of a crime. The device sends footage that is being recorded to the device
user’s phone, as well as a GPS locator and a map to view the location of the person wearing My
Good Eye.
The device could also have a panic button on the back in case of an event, but the invention
has more possibilities than this. It can be used as a recording device for your front door while you
are not at home. It adds comfort to the viewer, reassurance for the wearer, and in the case of an
emergency or intrusion, the recorded footage provides evidence.
This clever invention is available in many styles to blend in easily with your surroundings
and comes in different styles – cat eyes, dragon eyes, evil eyes, Minion eyes, and more; a style in
mind for every wearer. Never be without visual proof of events and emergencies around you; ease
your mind and increase the safety of your loved ones with My Good Eye. This product would be

low cost on the retail shelf and could sell in any big box, and specialty, stores making it a
high volume sales product.
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The inventor Janet Newell, lives in Radcliff Kentucky, and sensed an urge to improve safety
for those needing video evidence of crime or discrepancies; particularly for children. Janet
contacted the Mars Rising Network and had a provisional and design patent application filed
and had the invention designed properly so that she may see success with this great idea and
turn it into a real product. She is actively seeking a company that would have an interest in
licensing the product for a royalty.

A provisional and design patent application has been filed as of March 2017. The Patent
Search was performed by The Mars Rising Network and revealed nothing similar and that
a granted patent could be obtained because of the unique design and functionality of the
device as compared to other known devices.

The Domestic Market is very large to say the least. This product would sell in
approximately 150,000 retail stores in the USA and throughout the international market.
The retail price would be from $19.99 to $79.99. The wholesale amount would be from
$9.00 to $49.00 and the cost to manufacture would be from $4.00 to $35.00. The costs are an
estimate of course ranging from USA or overseas manufacturing and distribution.
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If you have an interest in more information regarding “My Good Eye” and are a serious
company that would be interested in a licensing agreement or distribution please contact me
directly.
Sincerely;
Janet Newell / Inventor / Patent Holder
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